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Something to think about…..
Love is like war... easy to begin, but
very hard to stop.
– H. L. Mencken
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WHERE DO WE STAND?
Though the regulations continue to require the Neal Center to remain closed to the public, we’re still open to provide services. Our food pantry, incontinence supply program,
Meals-On-Wheels program, and nutritional supplements program are all still going
strong and available to you!
Call 704/482-3488 for additional information!

Neal Center Staff and Contact Information
Have a question? A specific need? Not sure what to do?
Neal Center main number: 704/482-3488
Paulette Putnam, Executive Director

Daniel Dedmon, Program Director

Teresia Ladd, Administrative Assistant

Heather Ledbetter, Nutrition Coordinator

Mary Hamrick, Secretary

Linda Geter, Housing Director/Rental Coor.

Charles Walls, Bookkeeper

Stephanie Baxter, Housekeeping

From the Executive Director’s Desk…
Paulette Putnam, Neal Center Executive Director
I hope all are well and doing good. Hard to believe it’s already
February, but what a great month. This month is full of great
things to celebrate. Black History Month, Valentine’s Day and
Lent begins. Take time this month to look back and read about
Black History. Let’s celebrate and promote freedom for all people, regardless of race, sex, and religion.
Valentine’s Day is one of my favorite days. February 14th gives us a chance to
show our love to that special one, friends, and family. So, mark your calendar,
get that box of candy, flowers, or make a Valentine cake for someone. Just be sure
to remember your loved ones in your own special way.
Lent begins this month. Lent is a period of forty days, plus Sundays, when Christians of several denominations are encouraged to practice spiritual disciplines.
This includes fasting, prayer, meditation and recommitment to Christ.
I hope all of you will enjoy your month of February.
Paulette Putnam
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SAFE AT HOME
The shocking truth about
controlling static electricity
One certain sign of winter, besides the cold temperatures, is the shock you get when touching
doorknobs or light switches. Learning how to get rid of static electricity can stop those annoying
zaps, keep your hair from standing on end when you brush it, and put an end to static cling on your
clothes. Many experience static electricity in their homes. But, just exactly what is it and how do
you control it?
What is Static Electricity?
Sitting in our well-lit, climate-controlled homes, it’s hard to remember that for thousands of years,
static electricity was the only form of electricity people knew. Static electricity gets its name because it remains in place — it’s static. The electricity which powers our homes and devices flows
along a conductor, earning its name as current electricity.
What Causes It?
Static electricity is the imbalance of positive and negative ion charges. Some things have positive
ion charges. Others have negative ion charges. When things with opposite charges are pulled
apart, electrons jump from one to the other. This transfer leads to an imbalance, and this
imbalance leads to you feeling a shock.
Is it Dangerous?
Static shocks can be painful and surprising, which is why most of us want to get rid of static electricity in our homes. They aren’t usually dangerous, but there are a couple of exceptions: electronic devices and some common household items. Electrostatic discharge (ESD) can damage
electronic devices, although this is becoming increasingly less common. Manufacturers now insulate semiconductors and other sensitive components to protect them from ESD during use. So,
these days, the risk of static electricity damaging electronics is mostly limited to any time
the internal workings are exposed. Computer repair technicians and workers in phone assembly
plants wear antistatic devices for this reason. At home, it’s not much of a concern — unless you’re
trying to repair your equipment. Static electric shocks are essentially miniature lightning bolts jumping between you and other things. So, the more flammable those things are, the greater the risk
that ESD will cause a fire. Many household solvents, especially aerosols, are flammable. You
don’t need to walk around your home worried about things like flour or potato chips causing explosions, but you do need to know how to control static electricity around some substances.
How to Get Rid of Static Electricity?
You’ve probably noticed that static shocks and cling get worse in winter. That’s because warmer
air holds more water, which collects on the surface of things. Winter air is dry, so there’s no
humidity to disperse the buildup of static electricity. So, the easiest way to control static is by adding moisture or some other barrier to surfaces.
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On Clothes
Synthetic fabrics, like polyester and nylon, don’t hold onto moisture, so they quickly contribute to an ion imbalance. But, even some natural fibers, like wool or silk — both of which contain moisture — can lead to
static, too. To prevent static electricity on clothing, you need to either create a barrier between the fabric
and other surfaces or discharge static that has built up.
Air-dry clothing. Tumbling around in a hot, metal dryer drum creates static buildup. Allowing clothes to airdry prevents static cling. If done indoors, it also adds moisture to your home’s air which will help reduce static indoors, too.
Use dryer sheets or fabric softener. Both dryer sheets and fabric softeners leave an unnoticeable coating
on clothes. This coating is made of surfactants (usually petroleum-based) which act as a barrier to prevent
the buildup of static. Rubbing a dryer sheet on clothes you’re wearing has the same effect.
Use vinegar to prevent static buildup. Adding white vinegar to your washing machine’s rinse cycle helps
prevent static cling. This works best with non-synthetic fabrics. There’s no magic involved: vinegar helps
remove oils and other build-ups on natural fabrics, so their fibers retain more moisture.

Attach a safety pin to your clothes. Sticking a metal safety pin in clothes can help discharge static
buildup. Insert it in the inside bottom hem of your pants or shirt to keep it hidden.
Run a wire hanger over clothes. Even if you prefer plastic or velvet clothes hangers, keep a wire one
around to get rid of static cling on your clothes. All you need to do is rub it along the fabric surface — the
hanger will take the shock without transmitting it to you.
Moisturize your skin. Friction between dry skin and synthetic clothing is one of the greatest causes of static shocks. Applying body lotion immediately after bathing helps your skin retain moisture and prevents static
buildup. Reapply it on your hands throughout the day, especially after washing them, to control static electricity.
In Your House
To eliminate static shocks when you grab doorknobs or reach for other things in your house, you need a two
-pronged approach. First, properly humidify your air, then address the surfaces that cause a static buildup.

Add Moisture to Dry Air. Keep your home’s relative humidity at least 30% during winter months —
though 40-50% is ideal. There are many ways to improve indoor humidity, but the easiest way is to use a
humidifier. If you do not have a whole-house humidifier as part of your HVAC system, room humidifiers can
also work. Cold mist humidifiers are safest. Many can also diffuse essential oils to add fragrance, too. Keep
them immaculate with regular cleaning to avoid mold and mildew problems.
Leave liquids simmering on the stove. Winter is the perfect time for soups and stews. Allowing them to
simmer on the stove while you’re home is a great way to add moisture to your indoor air. If you’re not hungry, simmer plain water instead.
Stop wearing rubber-soled shoes. Since rubber is an excellent insulator, wearing rubber-soled shoes indoors allows a lot of static to accumulate on your body. When you touch something with a different ionic
charge, you’ll get an annoying, and sometimes painful static shock. The solution is switching to leathersoled shoes or wearing socks indoors. (Adopting a no-shoes rule will keep your carpet cleaner, too.)
Cover synthetic sofas with a sheet. If you have kids or pets, it’s easier to clean a sofa upholstered with
synthetic fabric. Unfortunately, synthetic fabrics lead to shocks. Spread a cotton sheet or blanket over microfiber, polyester, or other synthetic upholstery to control the static buildup.
Use an anti-static spray. This can be found at most stores in the laundry product aisle. Spray it on carpets, sofas and soft furnishings, even drapes. Be sure to read the instructions before use, especially if
someone in your home has allergies. Or just make your own, which is easy and economical. Combine the
following in a bottle with a sprayer nozzle, shake well; 2 tablespoons fabric softener or hair conditioner and
2 cups of plain water (if someone in your home has allergies, skin rash issues, or chemical sensitivities, use a hypo-allergenic fabric softener or hair conditioner.) Use daily in your home throughout winter,
and more often as needed. Since it contains water, do not apply it to leather, silk, or other materials that
could get damaged.
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THE LEARNING CURVE
Even though COVID-19 has kept the Neal Center from fully operating, there are still some ways to participate and doing something positive for yourself. Here’s a list of the activities the Neal Center is currently
offering:
Basic Spanish (Google Meet) Thursday afternoons, 1:00PM-2:00PM. Learn the basics of practical conversational Spanish, including grammar, expressions, and vocabulary.
Walking Club (weather permitting) Wednesday mornings, 11:00AM-12:00 Noon. Meet your friends and
take a brisk walk around for exercise and fresh air!
Gentle Yoga (Facebook Live) Sunday, Tuesday, Thursday mornings, 9:30AM-10:00 AM. Taught by
Caroline Dedmon, discover ways to relax and unwind from the comfort of your own home.
Chair Exercise (Dover YMCA Facebook page) Monday thru Thursday, 10:30AM. Find out how to
keep physically active just by being seated! Taught by Laura Wheeler and Suzette Davis.
Want to know more about these classes? Contact Daniel Dedmon at the Neal Center at 704/481-7387 or
email at ddedmon@agingcouncil.org

Your Social Register

Alone on Valentine’s Day? Love yourself!

If you don't have a significant other to spend Valentine’s Day with, that doesn’t
mean you can't commemorate a holiday that honors love. Show yourself some
love and consider one or more of these activities for Valentine’s Day:
 Take yourself out to eat at your favorite restaurant. Sit at the bar and splurge on
dessert.
 Bake a chocolate layer cake. Choose a recipe that's a little more advanced,
and be proud of yourself when you nail it.
 Send a heartfelt text to all the people you love in your life, especially an old
friend who lives far away.
 Do something nice for someone who is older than you. Send them a bouquet of
roses and tell them how much you appreciate them.
 Stay off social media. Facebook-stalking your “ex” to see how they're celebrating with their new significant other is not going to make you feel happy or
confident.
 Have nieces or nephews? Offer to take care of them so their parents can go out.
Be the cool aunt or uncle: order pizza, watch “Frozen”, and make brownie
sundaes.
 Love yourself. Do whatever makes you happy! Cut yourself some slack. Remind
yourself that you are lovable and worthy of love.
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YOUR WAKE-UP CALL

WE’RE ON THE WEB!

Get a computer for Christmas? Then you can find out what’s going on at the
Neal Center whenever you like! Find us at https://nealseniorcenter.org and
“like us” on Facebook at https://www.facebook.com/nealseniorcenter. This is
especially convenient for getting the latest information on the Neal Center activities when winter weather arrives.

Getting to Know the Neal Center

How do I rent space at the Neal Center?

The Neal Center has plenty of rental space available for many events, such as
weddings, receptions, birthdays, anniversaries, dances, proms, baby showers,
family/school reunions, and retirement dinners/parties. New and pleasant surroundings will be inviting to you and your guests. Quality service is our focus
and customer satisfaction is guaranteed. The rental fee is based upon the specific space needed, which includes custodial/attendant assistance. The facility
occupancy is 1075 standing only, 768 with chairs only, and 300 with tables &
chairs, and includes a stage for recognition, an addition fee for our commercial
kitchen, and overhead projection screens, and free internet access.
For additional information, please contact Linda Geter,
Rental Coordinator, at lgeter@agingcouncil.org, or 704/4817384.
The Neal Center’s Rental Department is maintained by Linda
Geter. Linda has been with the Neal Center for five years
and earned her MA Degree in Christian Marriage and Family Counseling. In her free time, she enjoys her family and
bringing laughter to others.
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For many years, newspapers across the country ran a humorous
column from writer Erma Bombeck. Erma wrote about her family,
friends, neighbors and experiences with daily living with lots of
comedy added. This is a reprint of a column from around 1996, where she discusses “snow
days”.

Newspaper Nostalgia

Kids pull off snow job to get out of school
Kids have always strained themselves trying to come up with an “act of God” to close their
schools. When we lived back in Ohio, my three clung to the radio during the winter months
like ugly wallpaper, listening for word that their school had closed because of inclement
weather. One call-in, who identified himself as Father James O’ Murphy, said his school
would be closed until further notice. The announcer said, “This is the first time I’ve ever
gotten a call from a 9-year-old priest.”
The kids are still at it. In a “USA Today” story, Cathy Hainer reported that schoolchildren
throughout the country are indulging in rituals to bring about heavy snows that will cause
the schools to close. One of the more popular ones is for a child to put on his pajamas inside
out just before he goes to bed. Some believe in a musical chant for snow, a few spin around in
a dance, and one girl turns statues of the Virgin Mary toward the window. I have never
heard of any of these things, especially “Our Lady of Blizzards.”
A meteorologist in Washington, D.C. is with the kids. He says wishes, hopes and prayers
work just as well to predict snow as computer models.
I rather wish a professional adult had not given credibility to these rituals. The idea of
being snowed in with children who run around all day in pajamas worn inside out is enough
to make mothers get a job delivering pizza to get out of the house.
I never understood the wisdom of closing schools when the first thing your kids do after
hearing the announcement is get into their jackets, scarves, and boots and hike over to the
schoolyard to play.
As with most rituals, these forces are used for good and evil. Before this gets out of hand,
maybe we should explain to our children that they can help mankind with this gift. Ski
lodges who do not get their seasonal snow would pay big bucks to have them spin around in
the lobby or chant, “Let it snow.”
Having reread this, I don’t think anything will deter schoolchildren from bringing on a
snowstorm whenever they feel like a day off.
I say mothers should fight back by hanging nightgowns on the bedpost before they go to bed
and chanting, “God of Melt, descend among us.”
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Out & About

Out & About

“ Hearts for Hospice”
Until February 26

For a $1 donation, you can purchase a heart to display in
your home, office, church….anywhere you wish. There is a
place for you to put “In Honor/Memory” of a loved one and
a line “from”.
Hearts can be purchased at the Hospice Administration
Building or by calling 704/751-3537. All donations due no
later than March 12th.

NC SENIOR GAMES UPDATE
SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
At the time of this newsletter’s publication, the 2021 Cleveland County
Senior Games are making every effort to offer this year’s events virtually. The registration packets for the 2021 games and SilverArts discuss
the tentative plans during this pandemic, which are subject to change.
They are now ready for distribution! To have a packet emailed to you,
please contact Daniel Dedmon at ddedmon@agingcouncil.org or call
704/481-7387 to arrange to pick up a printed copy .
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PRESIDENT’S DAY TRIVIA

For Presidents Day, enjoy some trivia about two of the most famous February-born American presidents,
George Washington and Abraham Lincoln. Both are celebrated today as national heroes for the
service they offered our country.
Our first president, born on February 22, 1732, is most famous for his inspired military leadership during
the American Revolution. But did you know that George Washington?...


Left the office of president after two terms so that the people would have opportunities for new leadership. Even today, our president may not serve longer than two consecutive terms.



Was well-read (he especially enjoyed Shakespeare and books on agronomy), but never attended college.



Loved attending the theater as often as possible. Joseph Addison's "Cato" was a favorite play.



Worked as a surveyor before becoming a military leader and statesman.



Didn't have a middle name.



Lived in New York and Philadelphia while he was president.



Enjoyed cornmeal pancakes ('hoecakes') as a special breakfast treat.



Worked to create a productive plantation at Mount Vernon, where he died on December 14, 1799 after
falling ill with a throat infection.

As sixteenth President of the United States, Abraham Lincoln enjoyed many amenities George Washington
never knew, including living in the White House and enjoying more state dinners amid elegant surroundings. At the same time, Lincoln was a man of relatively simple tastes whose honesty and integrity are still
celebrated today. Here are a few facts you might not know about Abraham Lincoln:


Lincoln was the first president to come from a state other than the 13 original colonies. He was born on a
farm in Kentucky on February 12, 1809.



He disliked being called "Abe," preferring to be called by his surname.



As an avid animal lover, Lincoln allowed his cat, “Tabby”, to eat at the table in the White House. He also
owned a dog named “Fido”.



Lincoln established Thanksgiving as a national holiday.



He regularly stowed important documents in his hat.



He was the first president with a beard.



Lincoln was a talented wrestler as a young man and is enshrined in the Wrestling Hall of Fame.
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Take a moment to see the impacts made throughout the pages of history
as we honor February as Black History Month.
-Dr. Mae Jemison became the first African American woman to go into space aboard the space shuttle
Endeavor in 1992.
-Thurgood Marshall was the first African American appointed to the United States Supreme Court.
-Jack Johnson was the first African-American man to hold the World Heavyweight Champion boxing title in
1908.
-At a time when universities did not typically offer financial assistance to black athletes, African-American
football star Ernie Davis was offered more than 50 scholarships.
-Josiah Henson fled slavery in Maryland in 1830 and later founded a settlement in Ontario, Canada, for
other black citizens who had escaped.
-Hall-of-Famer Jackie Robinson helped establish the African American-owned and controlled Freedom Bank.
-John Baxter Taylor was the first African American to win an Olympic gold medal.
-Alexa Canady became the first female African-American neurosurgeon in the United States.
-Cathay Williams was the first and only known female Buffalo Soldier during the Civil War.
-Quincy Jones is the most Grammy-nominated artist in the history of the awards with 76 nominations and
26 awards.
-Scientist and mathematician Benjamin Banneker is credited with helping to design the blueprints for
Washington, D.C.
-George Monroe and William Robinson are thought to be two of the first African Americans to work as
Pony Express riders.
-Inventor of the three-way traffic signal, Garrett Morgan, became the first African American to own a car in
Cleveland, Ohio.
-Satchel Paige was the first African-American pitcher to be inducted into the Baseball Hall of Fame.
-As a child, Muhammad Ali was refused an autograph by his boxing idol, Sugar Ray Robinson. When Ali
became a prizefighter, he vowed to never to deny an autograph request, which he honored throughout his
career.
-After a long career as an actress and singer, Pearl Bailey earned a bachelor's degree in theology from
Georgetown University in 1985.
RECALLING HISTORY

A Wintertime Prayer

“God of creation, thank you for the beauty of winter- for snow, icy window panes, evergreen trees,
warm coats, sledding, and hot cocoa. Let us enjoy Your creation in all its glory, this winter and
always.- Author Unknown
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In good health
5 surprising ways you may be damaging your heart
You know the drill: you make sure your plate is always well-balanced, with whole grains, lean meats and plenty of
fruits and vegetables. You get out for a walk every day and hit the gym three to four times a week. You avoid smoking
and tobacco products. You often skip the salt. All of these practices point to a heart-healthy lifestyle, but you may still
have a few habits that could be undoing your healthy hard work. Not to worry – with a few changes you can fully
optimize your healthy habits! Read on to learn about which routines may be damaging your heart:
1. Not getting enough sleep
Sleep plays a vital role in our well-being, including the health of our hearts. A study conducted by the American Heart
Association (AHA) showed that a lack of sleep can increase risk for high blood pressure, which can weaken blood
vessels and lead to heart disease. Not getting enough sleep can also slow down your metabolism, which can make it
harder to lose weight. Being overweight is another risk factor for heart disease. Plus, sleep-deprived people are less
likely to have the energy to spend on heart-healthy exercise. The amount of sleep someone needs varies from person
to person, but the AHA recommends most adults get between six and eight hours of sleep each night.
2. Drinking too much alcohol
It doesn’t matter if you eat a heart-healthy diet, adding too much alcohol to your diet can significantly increase your risk
for heart disease because it increases your blood pressure. Heavy drinking can also increase the amount of fat in the
blood (triglycerides), and too much of this fat can lead to a buildup of plaque in the arteries. Over time, this plaque can
reduce blood flow and increase the risk of a heart attack or stroke. How much is too much? The AHA recommends
that men have no more than one to two drinks per day and women have no more than one drink a day. A drink is four
ounces of wine, 12 ounces of beer or one-and-a-half ounces of liquor.

3. Not brushing your teeth
Although researchers are still looking for a direct link, studies have shown that poor dental health may translate to poor
heart health. Daily flossing and brushing help prevent gum disease that causes painful bacterial infections in your
gums. Research shows that these same bacteria can also cause your blood vessels and arteries to become inflamed
or narrowed, which is a risk factor for heart disease. Doctors also believe that if you take care of your teeth, you’re
more likely to maintain other heart-healthy habits like exercising and eating a well-balanced diet.
4. Stressing too much
The effects of stress can be felt throughout the body, whether it’s stomach pains, a headache or sore muscles.
Although you may not feel it right away, stress can also negatively affect your heart. When you’re stressed, your body
releases hormones (adrenaline) that increase your heart rate, breathing and blood pressure. While this may not cause
short-term damage, having consistently high blood pressure can increase risk for heart disease. Stress can also lead
to heavy drinking, lack of sleep, unhealthy eating habits and lack of exercise, all of which can negatively affect your
heart. To fight the effects of stress, try activities like yoga, deep breathing exercises, meditation or regular walks.
5. Overdoing your endurance exercise
While regular endurance exercise can be good for your heart health, it’s possible to have too much of a good
thing. Some studies have shown that long-term, excessive endurance exercise may damage the heart and arteries.
Regularly competing in marathons, ultramarathons and long-distance triathlons can stress the heart muscle too much,
and for some people, this can lead to scarring and thickening of the heart walls. When this happens, you’re more at
risk for heart rhythm problems and heart disease. In many cases, it’s safe to participate in endurance exercise, but be
sure to exercise safely and pay attention to your body. If you experience consistent chest pain, shortness of breath or
dizziness, stop exercising and talk to your doctor. It’s also important to know your family history of heart disease and
always talk to your doctor before starting a new exercise routine.
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KICK BACK….RELAX…..AND LEARN!

INTRODUCING “THE NEAL CENTER’S VIRTUAL EDUCATION NETWORK”
Now that many activities are offered in a virtual setting, selected seminars and instructional classes through the Neal
Center will now be virtual. This enables the viewer to take part in their favorite class or seminar while it’s presented
live and make comments, ask questions, and be part of the presentation. Plus, you can view this in the comfort of your
own home, which is especially important during this COVID-19 pandemic.

CLASSES WILL BE ANNOUNCED SOON!
IF YOU WANT TO TAKE PART…..
The Neal Center will use Google Meet to broadcast our upcoming classes and seminars. Google Meet is what enables
you to join a class or seminar that you’re interested in AND be able to ask questions, make comments and interact
while the seminar is in progress. In order to take part in these online events, you must have both a G-Mail account
and GOOGLE MEET on your computer. To receive instructions on setting these programs up, please contact Daniel
Dedmon at the Neal Center. The number is 704/481-7387 or email ddedmon@agingcouncil.org.

Attention Neal Center Participants….

Have a heart!
Come to the Neal Center for a Valentine’s Day
Drive-Thru Event!
Who can attend the event? : Only patrons of the Neal Center
When will it be? : Thursday, February 11
What time? : 11AM
Where is it? : At the front of the Neal Center building entrance
What do we get? : a boxed lunch and a special pack of Valentine treats!
Do I need to call ahead to reserve a spot? : YES! Please call 704/482-3488
When is the deadline to reserve a spot? : Thursday, February 4 at 3pm. No Exceptions!
This event is sponsored by Cleveland Connections, which includes:
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Let’s Eat!
Chocolate Pecan Bark (from myfoodandfamily.com)
2 pkg. (4 oz. each) BAKER'S Semi-Sweet Chocolate
1-1/2 pkg. (4 oz. each) BAKER'S White Chocolate (6 oz.)
1 cup chopped toasted PLANTERS Pecans
Microwave semi-sweet and white chocolates in separate microwavable bowls on HIGH 2
min. or until chocolates are almost melted, stirring after 1 min. Stir until chocolates are completely melted. Stir 1/2 cup nuts into each chocolate. Alternately spoon chocolate mixtures
onto wax paper-covered baking sheet or tray; swirl with knife several times for marble effect.
Refrigerate 1 hour or until firm. Break into pieces.
Variations: Chocolate Peanut Butter Marble Bark: Prepare as directed, omitting pecans and
stirring 1/4 cup creamy peanut butter into melted white chocolate. Cookies 'N Cream Bark:
Omit semi-sweet chocolate and pecans. Prepare as directed, using 2 pkg. (4 oz. each)
BAKER'S White Chocolate and stirring 1 cup coarsely chopped chocolate wafer cookies into
melted chocolate.

To make a handy lamp, switch on your smartphone
THE HINT PARADE
flashlight and place it under a water bottle.
 Place a rubber band around an open paint can to
wipe your brush on, and keep paint off the side of the can.
 Take pictures of friends holding items you’ve lent them with your iPhone, so
you will remember who has what.
 Use toilet paper tubes to hold wrapping paper rolls in place.
 When lighting a deep candle, light a piece of uncooked spaghetti. It’ll reach into
those deep candles without the risk of burning yourself.
 When you got some water marks on your wooden table or chair, use toothpaste to get rid of it.
 To unclog a drain, run hot water down the drain for a minute, and then sprinkle
1 cup of baking soda down the drain. Slowly pour 1 cup of vinegar down the
drain. Flush one more time with hot or boiling water.
 Make your handwriting neater by simply using a lighter grip.
 Need to study or concentrate on your work? Chew some peppermint gum. The
taste of peppermint helps stimulate brain activity and increase your focus.
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Chair Exercise
10:30AM

Gentle Yoga
9:30-10AM

Chair Exercise
10:30AM

Chair Exercise
10:30AM

Walking Club
11AM-12 Noon

Gentle Yoga
9:30-10AM
Chair Exercise
10:30AM

*Friday
Coffee &
Chat
9:30AM

Basic Spanish
1:00-2:00PM

Gentle Yoga
9:30-10AM

Chair Exercise
10:30AM

Gentle Yoga
9:30-10AM

Chair Exercise
10:30AM

Gentle Yoga
9:30-10AM
Chair Exercise
10:30AM

Valentine’s Day

President’s Day

Chair Exercise
10:30AM

Walking Club
11AM-12 Noon

Gentle Yoga
9:30-10AM

Ash Wednesday

Gentle Yoga
9:30-10AM

Chair Exercise
10:30AM

Chair Exercise
10:30AM

Walking Club
11AM-12 Noon

*Basic Spanish
1:00-2:00PM

Gentle Yoga
9:30-10AM

Chair Exercise
10:30AM

Chair Exercise
10:30AM

Gentle Yoga
9:30-10AM

Chair Exercise
10:30AM

Gentle Yoga
9:30-10AM

Chair Exercise
10:30AM

Chair Exercise
10:30AM

Walking Club
11AM-12 Noon

Gentle Yoga
9:30-10AM

*Basic Spanish
1:00-2:00PM

Gentle Yoga
9:30-10AM
Chair Exercise
10:30AM
*Basic Spanish
1:00-2:00PM

*Friday
Coffee &
Chat
9:30AM

*Friday
Coffee &
Chat
9:30AM

*Friday
Coffee &
Chat
9:30AM

Class Locations
Gentle Yoga: Facebook Live
Walking Club: Meet at front entrance of the Neal Center (weather permitting)
Chair Exercise: Dover YMCA Facebook page
*Basic Spanish & Friday Coffee & Chat: Google Meet
(contact the Neal Center to obtain the necessary links for these events)
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